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Abstract—This paper presents a transceiver prototype capable
of in-band full duplex communication. Apart from a conventional
transceiver and antenna, this prototype relies on a tunable elec-
trical balance duplexer to minimize the in-band self-interference
at RF. Such duplexer however requires continuous-time tuning to
ensure accurate impedance balancing with the antenna across dif-
ferent environmental conditions. An automatic tuning algorithm
is presented which tracks antenna impedance variations and tunes
the duplexer accordingly. This tuning operates on a standard
compliant training sequence to minimize the overhead on the
communication system. The implemented tuning mechanism does
not require any additional RF or analog hardware, and maximally
re-uses the digital resources of a conventional baseband processor.
The full duplex prototype was validated in a wireless link for
IEEE802.11 channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band, in which the error
vector magnitude improves by 15dB as the RF self-interference
cancellation increased from 25dB to 45dB.

Keywords—In-band full duplex, self-interference cancellation,
automated tuning, transceiver prototype.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data traffic over wireless networks is rapidly increasing in
the limited wireless spectrum. To provide this growing neces-
sity, communication systems offering higher spectral efficiency
are needed [1]. In-band full duplex (FD) has the potential
to increase the spectral efficiency by using radios which
simultaneously transmit and receive within the same frequency
band. Theoretically, the spectral efficiency is doubled while
using FD compared to the conventional frequency-division
duplexing (FDD), which utilizes different frequency bands for
transmission and reception, and the time-division duplexing
(TDD), which time-interleaves transmission and reception.

The main FD challenge is located in the wireless radio,
where transmitter (Tx) signals leak into its own receiver (Rx)
and cause self-interference. Typically, the Tx signal is 100dB
higher than the Rx noise floor [2] which leads to the degrada-
tion of the Rx signal to noise ratio (SNR). In recent literature,
several RF, analog and digital self-interference cancellation
(SIC) techniques have been proposed [1]. Given the tough SIC
requirement, a combined design is required where the self-
interference is cancelled constructively at different locations
in the radio.
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Fig. 1. In-band FD transceiver with automated tuning for self interference
cancellation.

Recently, the electrical balance duplexer (EBD) has been
proposed as a promising RF SIC technique [2-4] which enables
dense integration in compact and portable radio devices. The
EBD interfaces a conventional single-port antenna with the
Tx and Rx while isolating the Tx and Rx signal paths. This
work uses a prototype EBD CMOS chip [2,3]. Using an EBD,
the SIC is limited by the accuracy of the impedance balance
between the antenna and a tunable on chip impedance, the so-
called balance network. In the prototype, the balance network
is constructed as a parallel network consisting of a tunable
resistor (R) and a tunable capacitor (C). Both R and C are
individually tunable through a digital interface.

In a realistic operating condition, wireless devices are
subjected to a-priori unknown environmental scenarios, in-
cluding changes in the antenna environmental conditions (e.g.
device mobility, moving objects), leading to unknown antenna
impedance values. To maintain a high SIC across such con-
ditions when using an EBD for RF SIC, an automated tuning
mechanism is required that accurately balances the balance
network impedance with the antenna impedance.

This work proposes a transceiver (TRx) prototype as de-
picted in Figure 1, that avoids the need for additional analog
or RF circuitry apart from the EBD to enable FD operation,
and implements an in-system automated tuning algorithm in
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the digital baseband to monitor the SIC and to perform the
tuning accordingly. In this paper, only this RF SIC technique
is implemented. In order to satisfy the 100dB SIC requirements
as discussed earlier, additional digital SIC can be used as
shown in [5]. In Section II and III, the development of the
tuning algorithm and how it can be efficiently integrated in the
FD operation is presented. Section IV describes the prototype
validation setup and illustrates FD performance measurements
over a wireless communication link.

II. AUTOMATED TUNING ALGORITHM

In an EBD, the SIC is quantified by the antenna impedance
(Zant) and the balance network impedance (Zbal) [6], as
follows:

SICTx−Rx(dB) ∝ −20log10(|Γant(ω)− Γbal(ω)|) (1)

where
Γant =

Zant(ω)− Zo
Zant(ω) + Zo

(2)

and
Γbal =

Zbal(ω)− Zo
Zbal(ω) + Zo

(3)

In order to achieve the maximum SIC, Γbal(ω) should
be balanced with Γant(ω) across the channel bandwidth i.e.
have the same frequency dependency. When operating in
FDD mode, sufficient SIC is required for both the Tx and
Rx bands. In contrast, we only need a balance condition
across a single frequency band, as the Tx and Rx operate
concurrently at the same frequency. For example, to enable
FDD, a complex balance network configuration would be
required [7]. In our case, a simple balance network that consists
of a variable R in parallel with a variable C was used. In
order to achieve maximum SIC for this balance network,
|∆Γ| = |Γant(ω) − Γbal(ω)| should be minimized across the
channel bandwidth.

Equation (1) is exploited to develop an intelligent tuning
algorithm which uses the measured SIC value to quantify
the balance network impedance in order to reduce |∆Γ| and
improve the SIC. The usage of (1) allows the tuning algorithm
to be parameterized for efficient tuning, and enables machine
learning over multiple iterations.

The tuning algorithm is executed in two main phases. The
first phase is the training and modeling phase. In this phase,
the algorithm is trained to characterize the effect of digitally
controlling the balance network on the SIC. By using data
fitting techniques on the observed training points, a model of
the circuit behavior is formed. This phase should be done once
per chip after fabrication but should also be updated to improve
the accuracy of the model across different operating conditions.

During the second phase, the tuning is performed during
system operation. The model first uses the measured SIC
value to estimate |∆Γ| based on (1). Then, a search algorithm
identifies the actual phase of ∆Γ. This second step is required
as the SIC value is based on the magnitude |∆Γ| only, but lacks
the phase angle information. After finding ∆Γ, the model is
used again to determine the required change in the R/C codes
to minimize this difference. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the
tuning algorithm during operation. The medium access control
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of the tuning algorithm during FD operation.
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Fig. 3. An example of the training data-set for the SIC versus resistance and
capacitance codes.

(MAC) layer is responsible for initiating the tuning algorithm.
The main criterion to effectively re-tune after initiation from
the MAC depends on a pre-defined SIC threshold which
depends mainly on the application.

A. Phase I: Training and Modelling

The training phase gathers a data-set that describes the
relation between the SIC and the R/C codes during constant
antenna impedance conditions. As this data-set is gathered
after fabrication, it includes the chip-to-chip process variations.
Moreover, in order to increase the reliability of the modelling,
the data-set can be updated during the TRx lifetime. Although
this measurement requires constant antenna impedance condi-
tions, it can be executed in a realistic environment since normal



antenna impedance dynamic (tens of milliseconds [8]) are
slower than the whole training phase (tens of microseconds).

Figure 3 shows an example of the data-set gained from
the training phase. The data-set covers the entire range of R/C
codes. A coarse set of these codes can also be used in practice
to minimize the measurement time, as long as the SIC surface
pattern is sufficiently captured. Based on the obtained data-
set, a mathematical model is derived by fitting the theoretical
equations that describe the circuit.

The least squares method was used for data fitting, by using
(1-3) in combination with the theoretical relationship between
the R/C codes and the estimated balance network impedance:

C = Cconst+kc1Ccode(0 : 3)+kc3Ccode(4 : 7)+kc3Ccode(8 : 11)
(4)

R =

Rconst//
kr

(RcodeVD − Vth)α
, Rcode ≥ Vth

VD

Rconst , Rcode <
Vth

VD

(5)

where R and C are the model values for the resistor and
capacitor in the balance network impedance. Rcode and Ccode
are the R/C codes of the resistance and the capacitance. Cconst,
kc1, kc2, kc3, Rconst, VD, Vth, α and kr are data fitting
parameters derived from the theoretical equations describing
the balance network impedance. After fitting of the training
data-set to the Equations (1-5), the model will include the best-
fit values of Zo and the parameters in (4,5) to provide:

• The relation between the measured SIC and |∆Γ| (1).

• The relation between the modeled balance network
impedances R and C versus the R/C codes (4,5) as
shown in Figure 4.

• The relation between ∆Γ and the antenna impedance
(2,3) where the balance network impedance is deter-
mined from (4,5) by using the current R/C codes.

By using this model and the measured SIC, the phase of
∆Γ is the only missing variable to calculate the R/C codes
that balance the EBD and minimize the SIC.

B. Phase II: Angular Search Algorithm

During system operation, the balance network is tuned
by estimating |∆Γ| from applying the measured SIC in the
model derived in the previous phase. But as the antenna
impedance is a complex value, the magnitude value |∆Γ| only
is not sufficient for proper quantification. Therefore, an angular
search algorithm is required to determine also the phase of ∆Γ
to be able to use the model to find the required R/C codes.

This technique relies on changing the phase of ∆Γ while
maintaining its magnitude (determined by the measured SIC).
Using the model again, the system can determine the change
in the corresponding R/C codes needed to test this specific
phase as shown previously using (1-5). By applying these
R/C codes and measuring the corresponding SIC, the search
algorithm can find the optimum phase. As an illustration of
this process, Figure 5 shows the measured SIC in function
of phase-rotating the balance network impedance. Over 360o
degrees phase rotation, the SIC shows a bell-shape behaviour
only one maximum and one minimum. Figure 5 shows an
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Fig. 4. The model of the balance network resistance and capacitance versus
R and C codes.
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Fig. 5. An example of the measured relation of SIC with the phase angle of
∆Γ showing the two paths from the minimum SIC to the maximum SIC.

important property in the curve where any phase near the
maximum SIC will always have higher SIC than further phase.
This shape enables the usage of efficient search techniques
to determine the optimum phase towards which the balance
network impedance needs to be tuned.

The angular search starts as illustrated in Figure 6, when
the system measures the SIC in its current situation (point
0) below its determined threshold. Next, the system measures
three SIC measurements of which the angle of ∆Γ is 120o
degrees spaced as illustrated with a (point 1). Based on the
SIC values in these three points, the algorithm will limit its
search between the two angles with highest SIC; For example,
if the highest SIC were at 120o and 240o phase angle, the
search algorithm then will continue by testing the angle in
middle (180o phase angle). This process then repeats until
the optimum angular phase is found. Note however that the
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Fig. 6. An example of the development of the angular search in terms of R
and C codes.

points on Figure 6 are not ideally circular, although the |∆Γ|
magnitude remains constant. That is because the relation is not
linear between the digital R/C codes and the effective reflection
coefficient values.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The prototype setup is illustrated in Figure 7. It includes
a Wireless open-Access Research radio Platform (WARP)
version 3 [9], the EBD CMOS chip-prototype [3] and a com-
mercial planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA). WARPv3 integrates
a high performance FPGA (Xilinx Virtex-6) and embeds two
RF-TRx interfaces. Each TRx interface can be configured to
operate in Tx or Rx mode. The PC acts as the interface be-
tween WARPv3 and the EBD. The WARPlab v7.4 framework
was used to perform data acquisition, while the main signal
processing such as the tuning algorithm and calculating the
SIC is performed on the PC.

The radio platform is configured for simultaneous Tx and
Rx operation in the same channel, in which one RF interface is
configured as Tx and the other as Rx. Both WARPv3 and the
EBD are configured for operation in the IEEE802.11 channels
in the 2.4GHz ISM band.

Note that this prototype uses commercial off-the-shelf half-
duplex components. Apart from the EBD, no dedicated analog
circuitry or special antenna structures are required to enable
FD operation. All signal processing, including monitoring and
tuning, is performed digitally and will be implemented in the
FPGA. This makes the prototype commercially attractive and
convenient for design and development.

Evidently, the tuning algorithm requires dedicated signal
processing in digital baseband. To preserve the digital design
complexity, the tuning algorithm has been developed to max-
imally reuse the digital hardware resources of conventional
OFDM-based TRx processors. The tuning algorithm for ex-
ample, samples the output of the Rx FFT, and thus reuses
much of the Rx digital hardware resources and functionalities.
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WARPLAB v7.4

Ethernet

Balance Network

Matlab
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Fig. 7. The setup of the prototype.

RF hardware tuning is generally a burden: it obstructs
normal TRx operation during tuning and it requires special
training/test sequences which may be standard-incompliant.
The presented tuning algorithm has been developed to over-
come this burden by operating on the short training sequence
(STS) which is part of every IEEE802.11 packet. The STS is
used mainly by the remote radio node for packet detection
and automatic gain control. In this paper, we propose to
use it simultaneously in the local node for SIC performance
monitoring and to activate the impedance tuning when needed.
In this way, the tuning can happen while preserving normal
transmitter operation with only the receiver off (half-duplex
(HD) mode). Once the required SIC is achieved, the transceiver
can then restore its full FD capability.

In the IEEE802.11 standard, each STS consists of ten
identical short symbols (800ns each). Each short symbol has
the same frequency pattern which consists of 12 sub-carriers
distributed over the channel bandwidth. The characteristics of
the STS are also useful for the SIC tuning algorithm as:

• Using specific frequency pattern allows enhanced de-
tection in noisy ethers by using e.g. cross-correlation
processing or averaging over consequent frequency
responses.

• Using short symbols (800ns) allows for faster tuning
compared to the longer training sequences.

• Using multiple identical symbols allows multiple tun-
ing steps over the consequent symbols.

The only modification that will be required in the current
standard to utilize the STS in the tuning algorithm, is increas-
ing the number of symbols in the STS to satisfy the tuning
algorithm requirements. Note that this overhead in the STS
will be required only in the one packet at the tuning phase. For
each tuning step, one symbol can be used to measure the SIC.
After each measurement, processing is needed to calculate the
next step which needs another one or more symbols according
to the digital processing capability.



IV. RESULTS

The FD transceiver prototype, including the automated
tuning algorithm of the EBD solution, has been tested in
several realistic operation conditions. The automated tuning
was tested by using the standard compatible STS. Our solution
provides an average SIC across the 20MHz wide channel up to
50dB. Note that using smaller bandwidth signals for validation
would improve the total SIC due to the narrow-band behavior
of the EBD (originally designed for smaller bandwidths [3]),
but is no longer representative for IEEE802.11.

Different environmental scenarios were tested (e.g. antenna
movement, placing nearby metal objects, hand movement,
etc.). These different scenarios impact the antenna impedance
and cause imbalance with the impedance of the (un-tuned)
balance network which will degrade the SIC as illustrated in
Figure 8 at tuning step (0). After starting, the tuning algorithm
steps towards an improved SIC for each different scenario;
Figure 8 indicates that the required SIC values are achieved
after about 10 tuning steps. Given this low amount of tuning
steps, efficient and rapid re-tuning with minimum overhead on
the communication operation is enabled.

Another set of measurements are performed based on a
wireless communication link between two radio nodes. The
local radio node (the prototype described in this paper) is
operating in FD, i.e. simultaneously transmitting and receiv-
ing on the same frequency band, where the remote node is
transmitting the data of interest. The local node demodulates
the received signal of interest and extracts the constellation
diagram.

Recent literature [2,8] shows that FD wireless link requires
more than 100dB SIC in order operate with the standard
specifications (typical range, data rate, etc.). In order to achieve
this SIC requirements, multiple SIC solutions should be com-
bined. Additional digital SIC technique may be implemented
in the baseband section (future work) to achieve the required
specifications. Using only one SIC solution (<50dB) results
in a limited link distance and transmission power of the local
FD node. In our setup, the transmit power of the remote node
was set to 10dBm, and the transmit power of the local link
was varied (0dBm, -10dBm, -20dBm) over short wireless link
distance (∼15 cm).

Figure 9 shows the measured constellation diagram before
activation of the tuning algorithm (SIC of 20dB) and after
(SIC of 50dB). The tuning algorithm clearly improves the
reception performance of the wireless link towards an error
vector magnitude (EVM) of -30dB. Figure 10 shows the
measured EVM versus the achieved SIC level. The balance
network impedance was controlled to achieve the varying SIC
values and the EVM of the FD link was measured at each
value. The figure shows the direct relation between the SIC
and the EVM of the link.

In the IEEE802.11 standard, the duration of each symbol
in the STS is 800ns. From our results, the required number of
tuning steps can be in range of ten steps, which implies a time
overhead for the tuning in the range of tens of micro-seconds
as shown in Section III. Since the antenna impedance variation
is much slower; typically in the range of tens of milli-seconds
[8], our results demonstrate the practical feasibility of EBD
tuning for in band FD operation.
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Fig. 8. The SIC during the tuning algorithm operation in different environ-
mental variations.
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V. CONCLUSION

In-band full duplex radios design is challenged to achieve
SIC values of more than 100dB. This can only be achieved



with a constructive cancellation at digital, analog and RF.
This work presents a development and validation prototype
that utilizes an RF SIC solution based on a tunable electrical
balance duplexer. To automatically tune this duplexer within
the system, an algorithm was developed to achieve >45dB
of RF SIC over different antenna environmental conditions
and variations. The tuning mechanism has been developed for
minimal footprint in terms of implementation and operation.
The tuning algorithm, which is implemented in the digital
baseband, does not require additional analog/RF circuitry, and
it utilizes the standard compliant STS during operation in SIC
monitoring and tuning for minimal overhead. Apart from the
duplexer, the prototype builds on traditional radio hardware
components and enables future incorporation of additional
cancellation techniques (e.g. digital).

The prototype is validated over different environmental
variations, and the measurements indicate efficient tuning from
worst-case SIC degradations observed towards >45dB of SIC
in about 10 tuning steps. Furthermore, wireless communication
link between two radio nodes is tested, where the local node is
operating in FD. EVM improvements of 15dB are measured as
the SIC improves from 25dB to 45dB. All the measurements
consider IEEE802.11 channels in the 2.4GHz ISM band.
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